
This obituary from Reidar’s friends and former colleagues has been printed in Norwegian 
newspapers. 
 
Reidar Oftebro in memoriam.  
 
The cancer researcher, colleague and friend Reidar Oftebro died 
3rd day of Christmas, 81 years old. 
He was born on the farm Hjorteland at Mandal and graduated 
from senior high school in the days when the Second World War 
ended in 1945. 
He worked one year in forest valuation at Finnskogen before he 
attended the teaching academy at Hamar. He worked as a teacher 
in Kirkenes from 1948 until 1950. These years were important to 
Reidar, when he met people who had lost most all their 
belongings during the war, but who all the same had kept their 
optimism and their humour. 
 
Reidar Oftebro studied scientific subjects at the University of Oslo from 1950 until 1955, 
where he majored in botany with a thesis on the radiation-biological effect on grain. 
This led him to Radiumhospitalet in the summer 1955, to the newly established Norwegian 
Hydro’s Institute for Cancer Research. We had the pleasure of meeting him there, and we 
have later on through many years been colleagues, friends and neighbours. 
What was special with Reidar as a cancer research worker was his thoroughness. He always 
checked and rechecked all results very thoroughly before he drew his conclusions. 
Reidar Oftebro’s great contribution at Radiumhospitalet was in building up its laboratory for 
growing tissue cells. Director Reidar Eker at Radiumhospitalet made an excellent choice 
when he around 1955 encouraged Reidar in establishing the first laboratory in Norway for 
growing human cells. Reidar set to work with all his energy, skill and enthusiasm, and he 
reached his objectives. The cell-growing lab at Radiumhospitalet has played an important role 
for Norwegian research milieus throughout 50 years. Reidar established several new cell-
strains, which have been central in parts of the cancer research in Norway. Also several other 
places around the world one works on Oftebro’s cell-strains. 
Reidar Oftebro was Research director until he retired 71 years old. But he did not quit his 
work at Radiumhospitalet. For the last 10 years he has been a senior research worker. 
As a pensioner Reidar focused on his genealogy hobby. This has led him to USA and to South 
Africa on search for members of the Oftebro family. 
 
Reidar was always interested in sports, and he contributed vigorously in the sports clubs 
Holmen and Tyrving. For many years he was chairman in The Holmen Sports club, and he 
was an important driving force behind the building of Holmenhallen in Asker. 
His own sports career started rather late, and his best results he gained in orienteering. He 
often arranged orienteering trails, with difficult orienteering posts, which have challenged 
many orienteers both in Vestmarka and in Valdres. Reidar became an able veteran 
orienteering runner- he gave all in relay races and in cups. 
We will miss and never forget Reidar’s informal, pleasant humour and his warm friendship.  
 
Thormod Henriksen 
Erik Olai Pettersen. 

 
 

 
English translation by the Oftebro Family Committee. 


